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Soi1 pH Requirements Chart
 

Crop Grows in soi1 pH Crop Grows in soi1 pH

African Violet 6.0-7.0 Geranium 6.0-8.0

Alfalfa 6.2-7.8 Lettuce 6.0-7.0

Almond 6.0-7.0 Magnolia 5.0-6.0

Alyssum 6.0-7.5 Oats 5.0-7.5

Apple 5.0-6.5 Onion 5.8-7.0

Apricot 6.0-7.0 Peach 6.0-7.5

Asparagus 6.0-8.0 Peanuts 5.6-6.6

Beans 6.0-7.5 Peas 6.0-7.5

Beets 6.0-7.5 Pineapple 5.0-6.0

Begonia 5.5-7.0 Poinsettia 6.0-7.0

Blueberry 4.0-5.0 Potato 4.8-6.5

Broccoli 6.0-7.0 Red Raspberry 5.5-7.0

Cabbage 6.0-7.5 Rice 5.0-6.5

Carnation 6.0-7.5 Rhubarb 5.5-7.0

Carrot 5.5-7.0 Rose 5.5-7.0

Cantaloupe 6.0-7.0 Snapdragon 6.0-7.5

Cauliflower 5.5-7.5 Spinach 6.0-7.5

Celery 5.8-7.0 Strawberry 5.0-6.5

Chrysanthemum 6.0-7.5 Sugar Cane 6.0-8.0

Corn 5.5-7.5 Sweet Cherry 6.0-7.0

Cranberry 4.2-5.0 Sweet William 6.0-7.5

Cucumber 5.5-7.0 Tomato 5.5-7.5

Easter Lily 6.0-7.0 Zinnia 5.5-7.5

Gardenia 5.0-6.0
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Name  ________________________________________ 

Soi1 pH Requirements Handout
Which p1ants can grow at the soi1 pH found?

 Soil pH found in school garden soil sample:  _______________________________  

Possible Plants Acceptable pH Range
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pH of Common Liquids Chart
Name  ________________________________________ 

Liquid pH Acid or Base?
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Acid to A1ka1ine
Samp1e Pre-and Post Assessment

What is pH?1. 

Give an example of an acid.2. 

Give an example of a base.3. 

List one reason why it is important to test soil pH before planting a plant:4. 

Why does the pH of soil vary?5. 
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BrevardOsceola

Orange

Charlotte

Lee

Sarasota
Glades

Highlands

Indian
River

Sumter
LakeCitrus

BakerHamilton

Clay
Columbia

Nassau

Madison

Jefferson

Taylor

Gadsden
Leon

Jackson

Franklin

WakullaLiberty

Okaloosa
Escambia

Santa
Rosa Walton

Dade
Monroe

Collier

Okeechobee

Martin

St. Lucie
Manatee

Polk

Hillsborough

Volusia

Putnam

St.
Johns

Lafayette

Bay

Washington

Holmes

Calhoun Duval
Suwannee

Gulf Bradford
Union

Alachua
Gilchrist

Dixie Flagler
Levy

Marion

Seminole

Hernando
Pasco

Pinellas

Hardee

DeSoto

Palm BeachHendry

Broward

Average Annual
Minimum Temps

10 - 15 (8a)
15 - 20 (8b)
20 - 25 (9a)
25 - 30 (9b)
30 - 35 (10a)
35 - 40 (10b)
40 & up (11)

We1come to Your Region!

Florida is different from any other state. Its six degree latitude difference from the northern 
to the southern tip creates 1 1/2 more hours of sunlight in Miami than in Jacksonville each 
day.  (http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/AA264). These different latitudes create different climate zones 
throughout the state, from 8b to10b, which translates to different planting times in each 
zone. It is important to know what region the school is in to help guide you to planting the 
right plants, at the right time.

The zones should be used as a planting guideline, and is a factor you should consider, 
particularly in areas where freezing temperatures are likely certain times of the year. Novice 
gardeners should stick with crops labeled for their zone, and expert gardeners can venture 
out and plant crops for neighboring zones.
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Activity: We’re the Producers! Grades 3-8
Time:

Groundwork:  30 minutes

Exploration:  40 minutes set up,   
  45 minutes for the activity

Making connections:  Ongoing

Materia1s:

Copies of the Photosynthesis •	
Puzzle Pieces reproduced on card 
stock depending on method of 
presentation 

Class demonstration  — one set 
cut apart 

3 copies of hydrogen puzzle 	▶
piece page, one cut into sepa-
rate puzzle pieces, and the 
other two left as a whole made 
up of 6 atoms, but cut around 
the outside.
3 copies of water molecule 	▶
page, cut into two separate 
molecules of water
2 copies of oxygen puzzle piece 	▶
pages, one cut into separate 
pieces, and the second only cut 
around the outside of the group 
puzzle pieces
3 copies of water molecule 	▶
page, each cut into two separate 
molecules of water
1 copy of carbon puzzle piece 	▶
page, left as a whole made up 
of 6 atoms, but cut around the 
outside.
3 copies of carbon dioxide 	▶
molecule page, cut into two 
separate molecules of carbon 
dioxide
1 copy of plus, equals, sunlight 	▶
and chlorophyll puzzle piece 
pages 

Small group activity — 1 set 
for each group, using the same 
breakdown as above, except that 
once cut apart, one plus sign page 
will serve two groups; one equals, 
sunlight and chlorophyll page will 
serve four groups, so fewer of 
those pages are needed.

Scissors•	
Line up components to make sure •	
that the puzzle pieces line up prop-
erly — there can be several options.

Standards At-A -G1ance
Next Generation Sunshine Standards Met:

SC.1.L.17.1, SC.2.L.17.1, SC.3.L.14.1, 
SC.3.L.17.2, SC.4.L.17.2, SC.4.L.17.3, 
SC.7.L.17.1, SC.8.L.18.1

Background
The purpose of gardening within an educational setting is to utilize the garden as an edu-
cational tool.  The garden and skills developed by gardening provide concrete examples of 
theoretical or abstract concepts or processes. This is critical for some students and will result 
in both greater understanding of difficult concepts and application of those concepts across 
diverse topics. Before one can garden well, a great deal of science needs to be understood 
and applied.  The understanding of photosynthesis is the first of those concepts. This lesson 
is designed to make this relatively abstract process concrete for students and, in particular, 
young students.   

Groundwork: Producers or Consumers
Objective: To determine student understanding of food sources and delineate with exam-
ples of the differences between producers and consumers.

Ask the students where their food comes from. Make a list of the sources they 1 . 
identify in a visible place under the heading “Where Do We Get Food?” Encourage 
students to come up with as many places as they can.
Next to that list place this heading “Where do they get food?” and “How does it 2. 
get there?” Ask students those two questions. Continue the process until all ideas 
are exhausted.
Whether or not they identify a farm, a plant or a garden, lead them to that 3. 
conclusion and ask where the farmer, gardener, or plant got food. Ask: “Who 
made food from non-food?”  Plants made the food from non-food.  Plants are the 
producers!  The rest of us are consumers.     
Have students make a list of animals and what they eat.  Then ask each to identify 4. 
which ones listed are producers 
and consumers. (Herbivores will 
eat producers — plants. Carnivores 
will eat other consumers. Omni-
vores will eat both producers and 
consumers.)  

Exp1oration: Photosynthesis is a Puzz1e
Objective: Explain how plants make food 
from non-food components in the process 
known as photosynthesis.

Ask the students how plants make food from non-food. Explain that plants capture 1 . 
the energy of sunlight to produce food in a process known as photosynthesis.
If you are conducting this as a small group activity, skip this step. If you are deter-2. 
mined to conduct this activity as a class demonstration, follow these steps:

Select a student to represent each step of this activity.  It may also be done on a. 
a bulletin board, but student involvement allows more movement and student 
interaction.
Have a student hold up a single puzzle piece that contains two hydrogen atoms. b. 
Explain that hydrogen can be found in the atmosphere as a hydrogen molecule 
that contains two hydrogen atoms. So this puzzle piece represents that mol-
ecule, and the two Hs represent two atoms of hydrogen.
Have another student hold up a single puzzle piece that contains two oxygen c. 
atoms. Explain that oxygen can also be found in the atmosphere as an oxygen 
molecule that contains two oxygen atoms. So this puzzle piece represents that 
molecule, and the two Os represent two atoms of oxygen.
Have another student hold up a water molecule that is a double puzzle piece d. 
(that contains one piece with two hydrogen atoms and a second with one oxy-
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gen atom). Explain that this piece is a water molecule that is made up of two 
hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom. 

So this combination of puzzle pieces represents that water molecule. The i . 
two Hs represent two atoms of hydrogen and the one O represents oxygen.
Write the notations Hi i . 2, O2 and H2O in a visible place and explain this is 
way that this is written. 

Have a fourth student hold up a carbon dioxide molecule that is a double e. 
puzzle piece (contains one piece with one carbon atom and a second with two 
oxygen atoms). Explain that this piece is a carbon dioxide molecule that is 
made up of one carbon atom and two oxygen atoms. 

So this combination of puzzle pieces represents that carbon dioxide mol-i . 
ecule. The one C represents one atom of carbon and the two Os represents 
two atoms of oxygen.
Write the notation COi i . 2 in a visible place, and explain that this is the way 
this is written. 

Explain that these are the basic components plants use to make food during the f. 
process of photosynthesis. Have the hydrogen-holding student sit down.

Line up the student with the carbon dioxide molecule first, and share that i . 
the plant takes in carbon dioxide from the atmosphere through its leaves 
and/or stem.
Have a student holding a plus sign stand next to the carbon dioxide and i i . 
connect their puzzle piece, if possible. (You may wish to tape the pieces to-
gether.) Then line up the student with the water molecule, and explain that 
the plant takes water in mainly from its roots. Line up that puzzle piece. 
Follow with another student holding the equal sign puzzle piece and say, i i i . 
“Now let’s watch photosynthesis happen.”
Wait a few seconds and say, “I don’t see anything happening. Do you? We iv. 
must have forgotten something. What can it be?”  Students will probably 
volunteer sunlight; if not, ask what plants need. SUNLIGHT!
Add a student with the sunlight puzzle piece and connect it to the equals v. 
sign above or below the piece as it fits best and say again, “Now let’s watch 
photosynthesis happen.”
Wait a few seconds and say, “I don’t see anything happening again. Do vi. 
you? We must have forgotten something else. What can it be now?”  
Students will probably not volunteer an answer. Ask the class if they know 
what makes plants green. Share that a pigment named chlorophyll makes 
plants green, and is needed for photosynthesis.
Have a student with the chlorophyll puzzle piece attach the piece to the vii. 
equal sign opposite the sunlight and then say, “Now photosynthesis can 
take place in the plant.”
Bring up a student holding the combined group of puzzle pieces contain-vii i . 
ing six carbon atoms, and another two students each holding the com-
bined group of puzzle pieces containing six hydrogen atoms each, for a 
total of 12 hydrogen atoms. Explain that the process of photosynthesis 
uses the energy of the sun to split apart the water molecule and the carbon 
dioxide molecule combining the carbon dioxide with  hydrogen from the 
water. Add a fourth student holding up a combined page containing six 
oxygen atoms. Connect them together as the puzzle pieces allow.  
Explain that this combined molecule is a sugar molecule and is written ix. 
C6H12O6. 
Continue with, “But the oxygen is left over and released into the air. That x. 
is where we get the oxygen that we breathe.”  Have a student with an plus 
sign attach their piece and the last student hold up a puzzle piece or pieces 
made up of two oxygen atoms. Attach the oxygen after the plus.
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g.	 For older students, ask them to balance the equation. How many water mol-
ecules, carbon dioxide and oxygen molecules are needed to create one sugar 
molecule?

    
    (12 H2O + 6CO2           C6H12O6 + 6 H2O + 6O2)  
                     Chlorophyll

3.	 To conduct this as a small group activity, provide students with a set of the materi-
als and  walk the students through a modified version of step number 2, using the 
words and having students determine what components those will be.  
a.	 Identify the molecule components of water, carbon dioxide, and atmospheric 

oxygen.  
b.	 Have the students assemble what these components are.
c.	 Describe the inputs that plants need to undergo photosynthesis.
d.	 Have students create the equation, piecing the puzzle pieces together.
e.	 Describe the components of the outputs.
f.	 Have students assemble the rest of the equation together by piecing the correct 

puzzle pieces together.  
g.	 For older students, ask them to balance the equation. How many water mol-

ecules, carbon dioxide and oxygen molecules are needed to create one sugar 
molecule?

    
    (12 H2O + 6CO2           C6H12O6 + 6 H2O + 6O2)  
                     Chlorophyll

4.	 Post the equation as written above.

Making	Connections
Ask the students these questions:

•	Is photosynthesis the only function of plants?
•	Do plants only make sugar?
•	What else do plants make?
•	What is the source of those components?
•	How do the plants acquire those components?

Extensions	for	midd1e	and	high	schoo1
1 .	 Balance the photosynthesis equation, and identify how many molecules of water, 

and carbon dioxide are needed to balance the equation, and how many molecules 
of sugar and oxygen are produced.

2.	 Have the students research and identify what other atoms are needed to produce 
starches, proteins, fats, and oils. Expand the protein-building to include the human 
proteins that are used to build muscle, organ tissue, hair, finger and toe nails and/or 
plant proteins.  

3.	 Have the students research the impact of input deficiencies on the photosynthesis 
process (lack of light, improper light spectrum, nutritional and water deficiencies).

4.	 Have students research input excesses (carbon dioxide, water, nutrients, etc.) 

Additiona1	Materia1s
1 .	 Use the lesson “Gifts from the Sun” from Project Food, Land & People’s Resources for 

Learning. 
2.	 The Keeping Florida Green curriculum developed by Florida Agriculture in the 

Classroom, Inc. has many lessons about food and Florida agriculture that can be 
used in concert with the garden. It can be obtained by attending a workshop.
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H H H

H H H

Hydrogen
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O O O

O O O

Oxygen
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C C C

C C C

Carbon
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O O C

C O O

Carbon Dioxide
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H H O

O H H

Water
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Chlorophyll

Chlorophyll

Chlorophyll

Chlorophyll

ChIorophyII
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Sunlight

Sunlight

Sunlight

Sunlight

SunIight
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